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Word Generation 3.15
Who is Responsible for Protecting Teens 

from Online Predators?
Your TOPIC Sentence:
I believe ______________ should be held responsible to 
ensure that teens are safe from online predators.
     ~>Support Statement/Reason you believe this
     ~>Support Statement/Reason you believe this
     ~>Support Statement/Reason you believe this
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Position A
MySpace should be held responsible for protecting teens 

from online predators because MySpace created the social 
network.  They should at least set a minimum age of 18

Position C
It is the parents' responsibility to protect their children.  

They need to moitor their kids' Internet activity

Position B
The government should help set up school affiliated email 
accounts for all middle high school kids.  This would create 

a protected space so adults cannot interact with teens 
online.

Position D
Nothing should change.  Setting limits of any kind 
will only push teens to use other unmonitored sites.

Can't control age input
No sure way to stop online predators
Social Networking should be 18 & up
Need to be FAMILIAR with person
Can't control what is done on website

There will not be online predators
Would predators HACK the site?
Government has other things to deal with
Still have CYBERBULLYING
If Gov involved better chance NO HACK
No one would use this site--Not "cool"

Parent need to check on kids!!
A lot of kids don't want parents checking on 
them so they would be good
Kids need to take responsibility/Kids will be 
careful with what they post
Make the situation worse--parents baby them
New technology will do it on Smartphone 
anyway

No b/c need to work through together b/c it 
is a problem
Kids are going to not listen b/c they don't like 
being told what to do
There should be some type of monitoring
Kids will find a loop hole
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Position A
MySpace should be held responsible for protecting teens 
from online predators because MySpace created the social 

network.  They should at least set a minimum age of 18

Position C
It is the parents' responsibility to protect their children.  

They need to moitor their kids' Internet activity

Position B
The government should help set up school affiliated email 
accounts for all middle high school kids.  This would create 

a protected space so adults cannot interact with teens 
online.

Position D
Nothing should change.  Setting limits of any kind 
will only push teens to use other unmonitored sites.

Kid lie about age anyway--not social network prob
Kid get in trouble on own--not social network prob
when Pred make their account no logical way to 
tell if a person is an online predator
Need a REPORT or block button
should have ACTIVE Admins & Moderators on site

Government already spends too much time and 
resources on other projects
Yes bc it would be safe no adults on the website
Predators/hackers can get around those blocks 
or take someone's identity
Privacy!  Keep the government out of our lives

Not the parents--teen should be responsibile
Parent should WATCH/See what teen do 
online
Parents at work a lot and cant always watch

If you are on the internet & you are smart 
enough to lie about your age you are 
accountable for your actions
If make rules kids know how to get around 
them
kids will go to a "not watched" website anyway
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Position A
MySpace should be held responsible for protecting teens 
from online predators because MySpace created the social 

network.  They should at least set a minimum age of 18

Position C
It is the parents' responsibility to protect their children.  

They need to moitor their kids' Internet activity

Position B
The government should help set up school affiliated email 
accounts for all middle high school kids.  This would create 

a protected space so adults cannot interact with teens 
online.

Position D
Nothing should change.  Setting limits of any kind 
will only push teens to use other unmonitored sites.

Requiring ACTUAL documentation for age
Check pictures to ensure age
Do a background check
Require a credit card for deposit
Require an ID photo
Website needs more SAFETY Features

Government has authority over states
Government can run background checks
Government are the authorities and can notify 
police
Government should make a bigger DEAL and do 
more "SAFETY" advertising

Parents should monitor where/what kids do
Monitor time kids are on the websites
Put safety blocks/admin passwords/block
Check the history of laptops and phones
Check "friend" lists

Should be parents & kids responsibility
Kids don't always follow rules need sticter 
rules
More strict the rules the more kids will rebel
Kids need to realize what they post and how 
affect future
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Position A
MySpace should be held responsible for protecting teens 
from online predators because MySpace created the social 

network.  They should at least set a minimum age of 18

Position C
It is the parents' responsibility to protect their children.  

They need to moitor their kids' Internet activity

Position B
The government should help set up school affiliated email 
accounts for all middle high school kids.  This would create 

a protected space so adults cannot interact with teens 
online.

Position D
Nothing should change.  Setting limits of any kind 
will only push teens to use other unmonitored sites.

so predators have less access to kids
if gone to jail for same offense a block on the 
account
Do background checks on ALL people who apply 
for membership
Need a REPORT or block button
should have ACTIVE Admins & Moderators on site

site on line so govt should control/monitor activity
govt best experience--should set up a "internet 
safety/police depart.  Most report to police 
anyway so do it one time
it is a crime so it needs some type of police
Need a REPORT or block button
should have ACTIVE Admins & Moderators on site

Should be checking kids accounts/activity 
Parent should monitor kids activity
Parents in charge in kids personal on-line lives 
trying to raise to be good kids
Put safety blocks/admin passwords/block
Check the history of laptops and phones
Check "friend" lists

Kids will find a way around any blocks
Kids/hackers can get where they need to go
Kids will use friends computers 
Kids will delete/edit their friends lists 
according to when M&D check their accounts
If you are on the internet & you are smart 
enough to lie about your age you are 
accountable for your actions
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Position A
MySpace should be held responsible for protecting teens 
from online predators because MySpace created the social 

network.  They should at least set a minimum age of 18

Position C
It is the parents' responsibility to protect their children.  

They need to moitor their kids' Internet activity

Position B
The government should help set up school affiliated email 
accounts for all middle high school kids.  This would create 

a protected space so adults cannot interact with teens 
online.

Position D
Nothing should change.  Setting limits of any kind 
will only push teens to use other unmonitored sites.

to do background checks of ALL users
Age verification require documentation
Set a higher age
Need a REPORT or block button
should have ACTIVE Admins & Moderators on site

Make sure no one with serious criminal record 
on social networking sitesto protect ALL 
citizens
To make sure no one under 40 can make 
inappropriate comments to under 18
Have a "Safe" website for ALL students
site on line so govt should control/monitor 
activity
govt best experience--should set up a "internet 
safety/police depart.  Most report to police 
anyway so do it one time
it is a crime so it needs some type of police
Need a REPORT or block button
should have ACTIVE Admins & Moderators on 
site

Parents NEED to check kids computers/tech 
when done
Limit the time on computers Block certain sites
Monitor kids on computer Change password to 
computer so only parents know
Check history Check friends list have kids give 
username & passwords, enforce idea of online 
safety, look up digital foot print, monitor social 
accounts 

Kids will find a way around any blocks
Kids/hackers can get where they need to go
Kids will use friends computers 
Kids will delete/edit their friends lists 
according to when M&D check their accounts
If you are on the internet & you are smart 
enough to lie about your age you are 
accountable for your actions
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a protected space so adults cannot interact with teens 
online.

Position D
Nothing should change.  Setting limits of any kind 
will only push teens to use other unmonitored sites.

Anything posted on the website is the property of the social 
network and they should monitor it
It is their company and they should be responsible
to do background checks of ALL users
Age verification require documentation
Set a higher age
Need a REPORT or block button
should have ACTIVE Admins & Moderators on site

they allow the website to go on so they should monitor 
Make sure no one with serious criminal record on social 
networking sitesto protect ALL citizens
To make sure no one under 40 can make inappropriate comments 
to under 18
Have a "Safe" website for ALL students
site on line so govt should control/monitor activity
govt best experience--should set up a "internet safety/police 
depart.  Most report to police anyway so do it one time
it is a crime so it needs some type of police
Need a REPORT or block button
should have ACTIVE Admins & Moderators on site

It is their child they need to monitor their own kids
Watch what the kids post, Parent check the kids accounts
Parents look at the history, Parents NEED to check kids 
computers/tech when done
Monitor kids on computer Change password to computer so only 
parents know
Check friends list have kids give username & passwords, enforce 
idea of online safety, look up digital foot print, monitor social 
accounts 

Kids will find a way around any blocks
Kids/hackers can get where they need to go
Kids will use friends computers 
Kids will delete/edit their friends lists 
according to when M&D check their accounts
If you are on the internet & you are smart 
enough to lie about your age you are 
accountable for your actions
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Position A--MySpace should be held responsible Position C--parents' responsibility 

Position B--government is responsible. Position D--Nothing should change.  .

Anything posted on the website is the property of the social 
network and they should monitor it
It is their company and they should be responsible
to do background checks of ALL users
Age verification require documentation
Set a higher age
Need a REPORT or block button
should have ACTIVE Admins & Moderators on site

they allow the website to go on so they should monitor 
Make sure no one with serious criminal record on social 
networking sitesto protect ALL citizens
To make sure no one under 40 can make inappropriate comments 
to under 18
Have a "Safe" website for ALL students
site on line so govt should control/monitor activity
govt best experience--should set up a "internet safety/police 
depart.  Most report to police anyway so do it one time
it is a crime so it needs some type of police
Need a REPORT or block button
should have ACTIVE Admins & Moderators on site

It is their child they need to monitor their own kids
Watch what the kids post, Parent check the kids accounts
Parents look at the history, Parents NEED to check kids 
computers/tech when done
Monitor kids on computer Change password to computer so only 
parents know
Check friends list have kids give username & passwords, enforce 
idea of online safety, look up digital foot print, monitor social 
accounts 

Kids will find a way around any blocks
Kids/hackers can get where they need to go
Kids will use friends computers 
Kids will delete/edit their friends lists 
according to when M&D check their accounts
If you are on the internet & you are smart 
enough to lie about your age you are 
accountable for your actions
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